GDPR FOR AUTHORS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW

YOU’RE IN THE RIGHT PLACE IF…
•

You’re an author, or aspiring author

•

You’re marketing online to people in the EU

•

You want to understand how data privacy laws
affect what you’re doing so you can use best
practice

YOUR HOSTS
•

Nick Stephenson (that’s me)

•

Suzanne Dibble - used to work as a
business lawyer at the largest law firm in the
world advising very large businesses –
FTSE100 PLCs, huge multi-nationals, private
equity backed enterprises and household
names, but since January 2010 she has
focused exclusively on helping small
business owners protect and grow their
business.

INTRO TO GDPR
•

In a nutshell…

•

GDPR - the General Data Protection Regulation - is designed to bring
greater transparency and give data subjects more insight and control over
how and where their personal data is used

•

It comes into force on May 25th 2018 and will affect anyone who processes
the “personal identifiable information” of people in the EU

•

This could be names, email addresses, phone numbers, web tracking
(cookies), or anything else that can be used to identify a person

•

The goal of the regulation is to make sure businesses (a) treat the data in a
secure way, and (b) only process data in certain circumstances and (c) only
use this data in certain ways

•

Failure to do so COULD lead to fines of up to 20m EUR - or 4% of annual
turnover (whichever is higher)

ENGAGE PANIC MODE!!!
•

Of course, everybody is panicking

•

Because this legislation is NEW, most of
the guidance we have is interpretive

•

And everybody interprets it a little bit
differently - especially when they’re not
an expert (which is usually the case)

•

But the goal of GDPR is NOT to cripple
small businesses marketing online

•

The goal is to make online marketing
more transparent and keeping people’s
data safe - and using it in a responsible
and consensual manner

SO, WHAT DO I DO ABOUT IT?
•

Because everyone and their grandmother has
an opinion on what GDPR means for you, I
want to bring in an expert

•

Suzanne and I (okay, mostly Suzanne) are
going to go through some of the key issues and
let you know how best to deal with them

HERE’S WHAT WE’RE COVERING…
•

Scope: My business isn’t
based in the EU. Should I care
about GDPR? How could it be
enforced?

•

Scope: Does GDPR only apply
to data subjects in the EU, or
to everyone?

•

Scope: Does this only affect
email marketing?

HERE’S WHAT WE’RE COVERING…
•

Email Opt-ins: what do I need to tell people
before they opt in - and what info needs to
be in my emails to be GDPR compliant?

•

Email Opt-ins: how do I prove someone has
consented to receive promotional emails
from me (do I need double opt-in or are
there other ways)? What if I got the opt-in
in person?

•

Email Opt-ins: can I incentivise people to
opt in to my email list (eg, with a Reader
Magnet) on the basis that they will receive
promotional emails from me?

HERE’S WHAT WE’RE COVERING…
•

Policies: do I need to register with the
ICO (or equivalent) and / or appoint a
DPO?

•

Policies: should I do an audit of consent /
legitimate interest on my list? If so, how
do I do that if I have thousands or tens of
thousands of people?

•

Policies: what needs to go in my privacy
policy? I use Facebook tracking / similar
and third-party email software… do I
need to mention all these tools?

LET’S TALK ABOUT TERMS…
•

For authors marketing online, a lot of this
will affect “Do I have the data subject’s
consent to market to them?” and “What
can I do with a subject’s data once I have
it?” and “How do I collect and use subjects’
data in a GDPR-compliant way?”

•

Two big themes for GDPR are “consent”
and “legitimate interest”

•

If you can show either (or both) of those,
then you are in a strong position

•

Q: But what do these mean?

QUESTION:
•

My business isn’t based in the EU. Should I care
about GDPR? How could it be enforced?

•

ANSWER: Yes. The EU may have powers to
enforce these regulations abroad. And not
complying could lead to issues if your readers
complain.

QUESTION:
•

Does GDPR only apply to data subjects in the
EU, or to everyone?

•

Does this only affect email marketing?

•

What about offline?

•

ANSWER: GDPR affects ALL storage of
personal data, online or offline (and not just
email addresses).

QUESTION:
•

Email Opt-ins: what do I need to tell people
before they opt in - and what info needs to be in
my emails to be GDPR compliant?

•

ANSWER: ideally, a checkbox so people can
confirm they consent to receive marketing
emails from you and you can record that. If that’s
not possible, if you can show a CLEAR policy on
your form, you can at least demonstrate you are
complying with the spirit of the regulations.

QUESTION:
•

Email Opt-ins: how do I prove someone has
consented to receive promotional emails from
me (do I need double opt-in or are there other
ways)? What if I got the opt-in in person?

•

ANSWER: if you’re using a checkbox, it’s pretty
easy. Otherwise, your email provider should be
able to show which form someone has opted in
from, and their IP address.

QUESTION:
•

Email Opt-ins: can I incentivise people to opt in
to my email list (eg, with a Reader Magnet) on
the basis that they will receive promotional
emails from me?

•

ANSWER: Yes.

QUESTION:
•

Policies: do I need to register with the ICO (or
equivalent) and / or appoint a DPO?

•

ANSWER: generally, if you’re a small business
and only using personal data to market your
own business, you do not need to register or
appoint a DPO. More info on the ICO website

QUESTION:
•

Policies: should I do an audit of consent /
legitimate interest on my list? If so, how do I do
that if I have thousands or tens of thousands of
people?

•

Showing you have considered the regulations
(eg - having a paper trail) is a good idea. A lot
of GDPR is tightening up internal processes so
if you have a record of that, all is good.

QUESTION:
•

Policies: what needs to go in my privacy policy?
I use Facebook tracking / similar and thirdparty email software… do I need to mention all
these tools?

•

Your privacy policy needs to clearly state how
you will use someone’s data - and this includes
third-party tools like your email provider,
facebook ads, and others. All your third-party
providers should be GDPR compliant too,

EXAMPLE…
•

10 authors are running a multi-author
giveaway for their books

•

Data subjects can get the books for free, but
only if they enter their email address and
subscribe

•

That email address is then added to each of
the 10 author’s email lists

•

The privacy policy and opt-in form tells data
subjects in advance about this and requires
them to actively opt in to confirm they accept

•

The other alternative is they don’t join the
giveaway and don’t get the books

•

How might this be affected by GDPR?

•

ANSWER: this is pretty
spammy to begin with… but
under GDPR you will need
to provide people with
“genuine choice” - meaning
allowing them to choose
whom to subscribe to is the
ideal approach.

EXAMPLE…
•

A data subject downloads one of my free book offers by
submitting their email address. The book is delivered to
them via email. Can I rely on “legitimate interest” to send
them promotional emails about my other, similar, books?

•

ANSWER: Maybe. Where “consent” is required by law (eg
- under existing email marketing legislation) you can’t rely
on “legitimate interest”. So, while there is an argument to
say “this person downloaded book 1 for free so I can tell
them about book 2 as it’s legitimate interest and that
person can reasonably expect me to”, it’s not clear cut. So
if you want to be safe, it’s best to go down the “consent”
route.

EXAMPLE…
•

I collect email addresses from data subjects •
when they download my free book offer.

•

I use those emails to tell data subjects
about my other books

•

I also use those email addresses to create
Lookalike Audiences in Facebook so I can
advertise there to those data subjects

•

I also track visitors to my website / book
download page and target them with
Facebook ads and Google Ads promoting
my books

•

What GDPR issues do I need to be aware
of?

ANSWER: you get the
email marketing permission
via “consent” and
Facebook or similar is via
“legitimate interest”. You
don’t have to get them to
opt in separately for that.

WHERE TO GET HELP
•

New regulations are often tricky to implement on your
own

•

They’re usually designed to combat multi-national
corporations… so how can a small business owner
comply?

•

If you’re worried about GDPR and need some extra
help, Suzanne has some packages available that can
walk you through it

•

More info here: https://suzannedibble.lpages.co/buythe-gdpr-compliance-pack/

THANK YOU!

